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                                                     Holiday Homework 
Class: X                                                                                               Subject: Mathematics 

 

       1. Find the zeroes of the following quadratic polynomials and verify the relationship between the zeroes and 
    the coefficients.  

 

            (i) 20295 2  xx                (ii) xx 52                     
       2. Form the quadratic polynomials whose zeroes are (i) 23    (ii) 2  and 2    
       3. Find all the zeroes of 6116 23  xxx  if )1( x  is a factor. 
       4. Find the all the zeroes of 303110 23  xxx  if 2 is a zero of it. 
       5. Find the values of ''a  and ,''b if 2 and 3 are zeroes of 3023  bxaxx  
       6. Divide 10784 234  xxxx  by )2( x  and verify the division algorithm. 
       7. Find the value of ,''k if )2( x is a factor of .102  kxx  
       8. Find the value of ,''m if 2 is a zero of .173 2 mxx   
       9. Find the all the zeroes of 6523204 234  xxxx  if two of its zeroes are 2 and 3. 
     10. If  and   are the zeroes of 652  xx , find the value of .11     

     11. If 
2
1 and 1 are the zeroes of ,26332 234  xxxx  find the other zeroes. 

     12. If one of the zeroes of the polynomial pzz 135 2 is the reciprocal of the other, find '.' p  
     13. On dividing the polynomial 17554234 234  xxxx  by the polynomial )(xg the quotient is 532  xx  
           and the remainder is .85 x  Find )(xg . 

     14. Verify that 1, 2 and 
2
1  are zeroes of .252 23  xxx  Also, verify the relationship between the zeroes and  

           the coefficients. 
     15. If  and   are the zeroes of the quadratic polynomial 152  kxx  such that ,342)( 2   find '.'k  
     16. If one zero of polynomial pxx 32 2 is 3, then find the other root. Also, find the value of '.' p  

     17. If  and   are the zeroes of the quadratic polynomial ,2 cbxax  find the value of 


1 and .1


 

     18. If  and   are the zeroes of ,1092 2  xx  form the polynomial whose zeroes are 


1 and .1


 

     19. The curve which represents a quadratic polynomial meets the X-axis at (2, 0) and ( ,2 0). Form the  
           quadratic polynomial.     
     20. Find the values of ''a and ''b such that baxxxx  234 8 is exactly divisible by 12 x . 
     21. If the polynomial 1025166)( 234  xxxxxp  divided by ,22 kxx  the remainder is .ax   Find ''k     
           and '.'a   
     22. The zeroes of 62  kxx are in the ratio 3:2, find '.'k   
     23. What must be subtracted from 872148 234  xxxx so that the resulting polynomial is exactly divisible     
           by ?234 2  xx  
     24. What must be added to 1224 234  xxxx so that the resulting polynomial is exactly divisible by  
           ?322  xx   
     25. Divide 6542 32  xxx  by xx 312 2   and verify the division algorithm. 


